Tuition Calc Methodology –
How does PeopleSoft Tuition Calc
Process Enrollment Activity?

Discussion Facilitators:

Scott Laven – MILER

Craig Stevens – UW-Madison
  - cig@das.wisc.edu

Michelle Kelley – UW-Madison
  - mfk@das.wisc.edu
Goal of session: To foster a discussion regarding how tuition calc processes enrollment activity with the UW System tuition fee structure.

Questions / Discussion welcomed throughout the session.

DISCLAIMER: The information presented is based on our testing and understanding of the system. Because neither the testing nor our understanding is complete, there may be room for correction and definitely room for expansion. This is meant more as a “starting point” than a summary of how tuition calc works.
Primary Topics of the session

- General setup
- High level “what tuition calc does”
- Detailed examples
- Wash periods
- Discussion
General Setup

- Term Fees set to “Charge By Term”
- Adjustment Calendars set to “Adjust by Session”
- “Track Class Pricing” on Term Fees checked
- Transactional Wash Period = 1
- Approx. 10 Tuition Groups with priorities set
Handouts Provided

- List of actions that turn on the Tuition Calc Req’d Flag (from ps.sf listserve).
- List of essential facts about tuition calc and how it works.
- Specific examples of tuition calc scenarios, including wash period functionality.
- If you would like copies of these handouts, please contact Craig or Michelle.